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first-class there is no limit to their possibilities. Two dozen
double-sided records of uplift songs have already been made
in the Punjab and more are to follow.1
They can be on sale to all and sundry, be kept in schools,
and be used to entertain crowds at melas or to collect
audiences for meetings or exhibitions.
(vi) The press. One of the greatest obstacles to the
progress of the work is the ignorance and indifference of
the general public. The greatest possible use, therefore,
should be made of the daily and weekly press whatever its
political shade. Newspaper publicity is of two kinds :
(a) News items and short paragraphs. These are by far
the best forms as long as they are kept as such and there is
no attempt to add a moral or suggest official inspiration.
By a news item is not meant a statement that a popular
officer has given a tea-party ! That will not help. But if
the public read that a Boy Scout dived into a river and
pulled out a drowning woman and the Ambulance Section
on the bank applied artificial respiration and brought her
round, they will say to themselves 'Then they are some good
after all/ Or, the prize at a certain dairy show was won by a
co-operative cattle breeding society with a cow giving a
daily yield of twenty seers. Or, the maternal mortality
in a certain town has fallen from ten per cent to three per cent
since the Health Centre was opened. The more of these
items that appear, the better, and all workers must be
encouraged to collect them and send them either direct to
the press or to the Government publicity agency. In the
latter case, no time need be spent in preparing them for
publication. Notes, diaries, cartoons and pictures, snap-
shots with a note scribbled on the back, newspaper cuttings,
stories, dialogues, poems, all are welcome.
1 See pp. 285-7.

